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What's New in the?

A way to use Firefox without storing Allows you to use the Firefox browser without saving any information about your browsing activities to a database on a computer. No cookies installed and cookies deleted Requests for cookies from the web sites you visit. Integration with Adblock Plus Download [Source] [Hits in the last 7 days] Users of I don't care about cookies for Firefox: The
user reviews of I don't care about cookies for Firefox (on IOS | Windows). michael Works perfectly. I've been testing it for more than a month and have not encountered any bugs. Rokomet55 A superb, clean solution to prevent websites from recording your browsing history and showing intrusive content to you. I've been using it for years. icele Good. The notifications of new cookies
are quite noisy, and also very convenient. mdm Great!!! Suruchi This extension has everything in a bundle. I had a problem with my internet connection and I couldn't surf without cookies. I use the extension and its worked wonderfully. Yofranki This extension allows you to visit websites without letting them track your every move and try to sell it to other sites. It is really easy to
install and use. domina This app is a lifesaver rvb I like this extension for firefox. It is small and useful. However, the cookies dialog box when you receive a warning is quite noisy. Charles3355 I like this extension for firefox. It is small and useful. However, the cookies dialog box when you receive a warning is quite noisy. Charles3355 I like this extension for firefox. It is small and
useful. However, the cookies dialog box when you receive a warning is quite noisy. Ktann Super useful, looks like it works well and does what it promises. dean Nice App jeffyd I think it's very useful, they are more than willing to work with you. Marco I prefer this extension because it does not store anything in my computer and it always shows me the new cookie notification and I
can report it. Id I don't care ddd I use this extension. it's easy to install, working and easy to use. Desmond First I didn't know what to use I decided to try it and it's great I love it neo5x I don't care chenfan The extension does not make any changes and only removes the data about cookies for the website. But it is really good. A way to use Firefox without storing
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Mac OS X 10.6.8 or higher iPhone OS 4.0 or higher Mac OS X Lion requires the OS upgrade to Mountain Lion. Windows XP or Windows Vista 2.5 GHz processor 1GB RAM CD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive Mac OS X 10.6.8 or higheriPhone OS 4.0 or higherWindows XP or Windows Vista2.5 GHz processor1GB RAMCD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive How to Play How to
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